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Neutral Theory of Species Diversity

Figure 1: Neutral and niche

(A) Very similar herbivores might be considered to be equivalent and

essentially neutral. (B) Herbivores that eat different plants, or even the same

plants but at different times or at different heights, would have different or

overlapping niches. In contrast, neutral theory suggests that even species that

look very different from each other might be considered to be ecologically

equivalent. (C-E) Species have greatest fitness at some point along an

environmental gradient or niche axis. Neutral species have completely

overlapping niches; they share the same niche and their fitness changes

identically along an environmental gradient or niche axis. Greater niche

differences correspond to less niche overlap between species; species differ in

their fitness at different points along an environmental gradient or niche axis.
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No need for niches? Neutral theory explains biodiversity when species are identical.

 

Niche differences, or the unique

ways that each species “makes

its living” in nature, are the

classical explanation that

ecologists have used since

Darwin to explain the amazing

diversity of life on Earth. More

precisely, a speciesʼ niche

encompasses all of the factors it

requires for growth and reproduction and how a species impacts its environment. For

example, plants require water and nutrients at some minimum amounts, and by growing,

plants decrease the availability of those resources, which negatively affects the growth of

competitors. Because many factors limit organisms, and because no organism is best

adapted for all conditions, species have tradeoffs, which allow them to perform better in

some environments, but necessarily worse in others. Niche differences are a mechanism that

can maintain biodiversity by allowing species to coexist. But what might ecological

communities look like if there were no niche differences between species? 

 

Building on foundational ideas described in island biogeography and the neutral theory of

molecular evolution, the neutral theory of species diversity makes the provocative

assumption that all individuals are ecologically identical, and that niche differences are not

needed to explain biodiversity patterns. Individuals of certain species may all share

characteristics that make them look or function different from other species, but those

differences do not influence diversity. An individual in a community interacts with and

experiences its neighbors as though they were exactly the same, regardless of species. This

assumption of equivalence is the essential feature of neutrality, which differs from typical

niche-based assumptions that an individualʼs fitness depends on who its neighbors are: are

they stronger or weaker competitors or do they belong to different species with different

niche requirements (Figure 1)? Neutral theory predicts that species have perfectly

overlapping niches — at the other extreme would be species with unique, non-overlapping

niches. Real communities, of course, likely represent neither of these extremes but are

somewhere in the middle (Figure 1). What neutral theory forces us to ask is how ecologically

different are species, and how important are those differences for determining biodiversity?

How Neutral Theory Works
Under the neutral theory, highly diverse communities of equivalent species arise because chance extinctions are balanced by speciation. Specifically, the assumption of fitness

equivalence combined with stochastic or random processes that include death, immigration from a regional pool of species, and speciation can lead to species-rich communities

(Figure 2). As an example, imagine a field, which will be the local community, made up of many species of plants. Plants in the surroundings will represent the regional species
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pool. The field is thus part of a larger collection of plant communities called a meta-community. Individuals in the local community die at random and create openings for seeds

to grow. Individuals from the meta-community, and from the local community, randomly disperse their seeds into the field (Figure 2). If there are more individuals of some

species than others they will contribute more seeds than will rare species, but each individual seed has an equal chance of establishing. Individuals are in that sense competing

for open sites. If dispersal from the meta-community is strong, the local community will look like a small version of the region; if dispersal from outside is weak, random deaths

and extinctions combined with random mutations and speciation will cause the local community to drift and differ more and more from other communities over time, but in an

unpredictable way. This random change in species abundance over time is termed ecological drift. There can be a limit to the number of individuals in the local community —

this is known as a zero sum assumption: if the community is full, a new individual can only establish if another one dies and makes space (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Modeling a neutral process

A local community (a) represents a subset of all of the species found in the region or meta-

community. Some individuals die at random in a local community (16 identical individuals from 6

species, in this example), which creates open sites (b). Open sites are then filled by random dispersal

from both the meta-community and from the local community (c), including the addition of a new

species from the meta-community. Random mutation (not shown) can also lead to the formation of

new species. The sequence repeats leading to ecological drift where species abundances change

randomly over time.

 

What Neutral Theory Is; What It Isnʼt
Random death, dispersal and speciation are all important features of the neutral theory of biodiversity, but its one key, essential feature is the assumption of identical

individuals (species may have differences, but those differences do not matter because all individuals have the same fitness and experience each other identically). The other

features are assumptions about the processes that determine community assembly, or how species are added to and lost from communities, and how communities change over

time — their dynamics. Another aspect of neutral theory is that it only applies to groups of similarly functioning species: trees in a forest or corals in a reef, and not to species of

different size or trophic position, like microbes and elephants, or plants and herbivores. Also, there is no single neutral theory model, and different neutral models make

different assumptions about these other processes. For example, one could imagine a neutral community — made up of identical individuals of multiple species — without

immigration. Neutral models donʼt need to follow the zero sum assumption: a local community could remain partly empty, or alternatively the numbers of individuals might be

allowed increase in a model continuously. Stochastic processes are important in neutral models for communities to change over time, but some parameters might be random

while others might be non-random: annual plants always die at the end of the year. Niche models, where individuals of different species do differ from each other and those

differences matter for their fitness, can also be stochastic, and some purely deterministic or truly non-random processes can also be unpredictable (see chaos theory) and only

apparently random. Stochasticity or randomness is often just a simplification we make when we canʼt predict exactly the outcome of an event: assuming something is random

allows us to conveniently describe a process in terms of probability or chance.

 

Although dispersal, stochasticity and speciation are not unique to the neutral theory, neutral models are more interesting and useful when we add in things like dispersal and

stochasticity. For this reason, neutral theory is often described as a “dispersal-assembly” theory or a “stochastic” theory, even though neither dispersal nor stochasticity is a

feature uniquely or necessarily neutral. Dispersal and reproductive traits are in fact another way that species can differ in their fitness, and how organisms move through space

can be an important component of a speciesʼ niche. Consider the enormous variety shown by flowering plants in their fruits (coconuts to dandelion seeds) and the diverse ways

plants can disperse by wind, water or animals, as well as their different mating strategies, germination and pollination mechanisms. Dispersal may often be highly unpredictable,

but it is not necessarily neutral.

 

Dispersal and speciation processes in neutral models can lead to highly diverse communities. But the coexistence of species in neutral communities is unstable — there are no

mechanisms that cause one species to remain dominant or prevent rare species from going extinct. Because neutral processes are driven by random events, and because all

individuals are competitively identical, their abundances either increase or decrease purely by chance. In a closed system, stable coexistence, or long-term persisting species,
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Figure 3: Species abundance patterns

(A) The individuals from the example in Figure 2c are ranked 1 through 7,

from most to least abundant species. (B) An example of a simulated

community of 100 species showing a characteristic pattern of species rank

abundance.
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can only occur when there are niche differences that cause individuals to compete most strongly with individuals of their own species compared to those of other species. Niche-

based stabilizing mechanisms limit the growth of species when they become very abundant, while at the same time stabilizing mechanisms allow rare species to increase

because they enjoy higher fitness when surrounded by neighbors of different species with whom they compete less strongly. 

Pattern versus Process
Neutral models can predict realistic species diversity patterns from just a few parameters.

One parameter is the Fundamental Biodiversity Number, which is larger with greater

numbers of individuals in the meta-community and with greater speciation rates. With the

fundamental biodiversity number and estimates of dispersal, neutral models can predict the

number of species and their relative abundance patterns in different systems. For example,

when we plot the rank of a species against its abundance in a community, we usually find

just a few super-abundant species (high rank) along with many very rare species (low rank)

(Figure 3). These species abundance distributions are one type of pattern that neutral

models have been very good at predicting. But it turns out that many types of alternative

niche models do so just as well, which makes these pattern-matching approaches a fairly

weak test: showing a pattern doesnʼt necessarily tell you the process responsible. Where

neutral models have consistently failed is in stronger tests, such as predicting which

species or traits of species should be abundant, or under what environmental conditions

some species increase while others decrease.

The Utility of Neutral Theory
Neutral theory is still a powerful and useful concept for several reasons. Stephen Hubbellʼs 2001 monograph, The Unified Neutral Theory of Biodiversity and

Biogeography, has sparked vigorous debate among ecologists, and has led to more rigorous, and much needed, tests of niche mechanisms and explanations of biodiversity.

Ironically, neutral theory has reinvigorated niche theory. As with all models, the neutral model is a simplification, albeit a drastic one, of processes we think important in the

natural world (e.g., competition, dispersal). Thus, the strength of the neutral model is that it provides us with a logical place to start: an elegant and simple null model, with clear

and testable assumptions and predictions. We can then ask if other mechanisms, and their added complexity, are necessary to explain what we observe.

Summary
The neutral theory of species diversity starts with the key assumption that all individuals in a community of trophically similar species are ecologically identical. Neutral models

that additionally include random death, speciation, extinction, and dispersal from the meta-community can lead to highly diverse communities that have similar species

abundance patterns to what we observe in real communities. The abundances of species in neutral models fluctuate randomly over time leading to ecological drift, where

diversity is due to unstable coexistence and the balance between extinction and speciation, in contrast to niche models that assume the importance of speciesʼ niche differences

and stabilizing mechanisms. Neutral theory provides a null model, or a starting point, from which we can test niche-based hypotheses for how speciesʼ evolutionary adaptations

and niches maintain biodiversity.
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